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Consultations

EPA’s Office of Research and Development (ORD) is conducting a 
consultation and coordination process with federally recognized 

tribes on its six National Research Programs. 

• Timeline: March 1, 2022 – May 31, 2022
• Focus: Proposed Draft Research Products  
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Homeland Security Research Program
Topic 1: Contaminant Characterization and Risk Assessment

Research Area 2:
Contaminant 

Characterization and 
Risk Assessment

Topic 2: Environmental Cleanup and Infrastructure Remediation

Research Area 3:
Wide-Area 

Decontamination

Research Area 4:
Water Systems 

Incident Response 
Support

Research Area 5:
Oil Spill Response 

Support

Research Area 6:
Waste

Management

Topic 3: Community Engagement & Systems-Based Tools Supporting Resilience Equity

Research Area 7:
Systems-Based 

Decision Making 

Research Area 8:
Communities, 

Resilience, and 
Remediation

Areas of new or 
increasing emphasis:
o Incorporation of resilience 

equity and environmental 
justice throughout all Research 
Areas.

o Increased focus on cumulative 
risk factors.

o Increased focus on effects of 
climate change.
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Homeland Security Research Program

   

Vision
Through its scientific research, the HS Research Program’s vision is that

1. federal, state, tribal, and local decision makers and stakeholders have timely access to information and tools 
they need to ensure equitable community resilience to catastrophes involving environmental contamination 
that threatens public health and welfare, and
2. decision makers have capabilities to assess and address community needs and vulnerabilities to ensure 
equitable incident management.

Program Objectives

Advance EPA’s capabilities 
and those of our state, 

tribal, and local partners 
to respond to and recover 

from wide-area 
contamination incidents

Improve the ability of 
water utilities to prevent, 

prepare for, respond to and 
recover from water 

contamination incidents 
that threaten public health
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Tribal Science and Research Needs 
to Inform EPA ORD StRAP4

Themes We Heard
Emergency Management

Tribes need development of tools to bolster 
resilience to and recovery from wildfire 
threats, and to quantify flood hazards and 
risks.

Solid Waste

Tribes need a compilation of research results to 
inform better strategies for handling solid waste, 
and research to support waste minimization, waste 
diversion, and source reduction strategies that 
reduce the costs associated with handling solid 
waste.

Tribal Waste and Response 
Steering Committee 2021 

Priorities

National Tribal Air Association Status of Tribal Air Report 2021, The Status of Tribes and 
Climate Change Report (August 2021), Tribal Research Input Listening Sessions, 

National Tribal Water Council letter to EPA ORD (Nov. 4, 2021)5 Office of Research and Development
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Research Product Proposals

Product proposals are currently being considered for ORD’s HS StRAP4 (2023-2026)

The draft, proposed research products in this presentation have not completed 
internal EPA review or approval―they are presented as potential product concepts 

for which we are seeking tribal input.

Final decisions about which projects will be included in StRAP4 depend on several 
factors, including tribal interest, EPA quality review, management review of research 

capacity, and funding availability. This means that some of the proposed products 
may not appear in the final StRAP.

6 Office of Research and Development
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HS.402.1.3:
CONTAMINANT CHARACTERIZATION AND RISK ASSESSMENT

Product Title: Tools to inform, support, and enhance 
the Environmental Sampling and Analysis Methods 
(ESAM) Program for the environmental 
characterization process for CBRN contaminants. 
https://www.epa.gov/esam

• ESAM is a website that provides single, best-
available sample collection, handling, processing
and analysis method to improve data evaluation and
validation

• ESAM provides responders and laboratories with the
single best available sample collection and analysis
method for CBRN contaminants.

• When using ESAM, decision-makers have
confidence in the integrity of the data, can quickly
interpret the data, and can readily communicate its
meaning to the public and towards addressing
environmental justice concerns.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Environmental Sampling and Analytical Methods Program is for the staff out in the field developing sampling plans, collecting samples, transferring them to the labs, AND for the staff in the labs that have to process and analyze those samples.  HSRP built this program to be an all-encompassing sampling resource from start to finish to facilitate a coordinated response to a chemical, radiochemical, biotoxin or pathogen contamination incident. It is housed on our website as a one-stop shop to support environmental remediation and recovery. Within in SAM 2017, there are 145 chemicals…. In 2022, there will be a major update on ESAM to include more chemicals. 

https://www.epa.gov/esam
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HS.404.1.3:
WATER SYSTEMS INCIDENT RESPONSE SUPPORT 

Product Title: Testing mobile water treatment technologies in 
the field

– Mobile, modular, inexpensive and versatile water treatment 
cart

– Ready with alternative power sources
– Easy to load on a truck to ship

• Small mobile systems can be located between fire hydrants to 
assist in the decontamination of pipes and appurtenances as 
part of a flushing, disinfection, pipe scouring protocol.

• In wide-area decontamination activities, wash water may need 
to be treated on-site prior to discharge to a separate or 
combined sewer system.

• Vehicle decontamination wash water and PPE rinsing locations 
could also utilize mobile water treatment systems.

• Can be used to provide water for basic sanitation (e.g. during 
boil water advisories) Water-On-Wheels (WOW) Emergency Water 

Treatment Cart

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
During the incident, many things can happen and the compromised drinking water systems following a power outage or contamination incident under a 'boil water' or 'do not use' advisory need to quickly return to service. Until full service is restored, power may not be available and small mobile systems are needed to be quickly deployed in the affected distribution system areas or staged strategically throughout a network providing water for not only drinking but also food preparation, showering, laundry, and general sanitation. 
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HS.406.1.1:
WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Product Title: Advancements in Waste Management 
Tools - Improving Usability and Accessibility

• This product will integrate existing waste staging and 
logistics tools into a single tool for improving usability and 
reducing maintenance costs. 
• The results of these runs would be made available via 
the Geoplatform for ease of access. These online maps 
could be accessed by decision makers without having to 
directly interact with the tool.

Waste Staging Tool Waste Logistics Tool 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Furthermore, a series of "runs" would be conducted to identify staging sites across the United States using a range of criteria most relevant to contamination incidents and natural disasters. 
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HS.407.2.3:
SYSTEMS-BASED DECISION MAKING 

Product Title: Apply decision-support tools in case studies to 
increase equitable community resilience
• Case study applications and training for state, local, tribal, and 

territories of these tools are needed to communicate and 
demonstrate the use of the available tools. 

• Within this proposed product, HS will partner with communities, 
including their critical infrastructure systems, to identify possible 
consequences of a site-specific disaster, evaluate the effectiveness of 
response and recovery actions, and examine actions to improve system 
resilience.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As climate-induced disasters, such as wildfires, hurricanes, and flooding, increase in frequency and intensity, communities and their associated critical infrastructures are at risk. Decision-support tools have been developed to help support communities in becoming more resilient to these disasters. This product will actively engage with the communities to understand the incidents and their consequences through case studies, and this product will provide information and trainings to the communities. This product will help HS develop and improve the tools further and how to communicate them with communities. 
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HS.408.3.1:
COMMUNITIES, RESILIENCE, AND REMEDIATION 

Product Title: Enhance and test resilience tools
• This proposed product includes the continued testing and 

enhancement of resilience tools like the Equitable Resilience 
Builder (ERB) and the Environmental Resilience Tools Wizard 
(ERTW).

– ERB:  A tool to help city or county agencies 
tasked with resilience planning self-assess their communities’ 
vulnerabilities and resilience to disasters and climate change. 
https://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_record_Report.cfm?dirEntr
yId=351611&Lab=CESER

– ERTW:  An online ‘wizard’ that contains tools produced by 
EPA that address environmental concerns in disaster 
mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery. The wizard 
helps you find the right EPA resource to meet your needs. 
https://www.epa.gov/emergency-response-
research/environmental-resilience-tools-wizard

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ERB: helping them identify actions for building equitable resilience. The research team uses interdisciplinary social science theories and methods to analyze social vulnerability, and to help design a tool that can be used by under-resourced communities in an inclusive manner that incorporates storytelling and empowers locals in resilience decisions. This product will mainly focus on two tools, ERB and ERTW, if more resources are available, then the team will pursue extending to other applicable tools.  

https://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_record_Report.cfm?dirEntryId=351611&Lab=CESER
https://www.epa.gov/emergency-response-research/environmental-resilience-tools-wizard
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Next Steps:  
Product Discussion Questions

oWill these proposed products support critical tribal science needs in this 
research program?

o Do you have input that ORD could consider for making these products 
more useful to tribes?

o Do you have input on how ORD could best engage tribal partners in the 
development of these products and delivery of final research results?

12 Office of Research and Development
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More Information

Shawn Ryan, Director, Homeland Security Research Program 
ryan.shawn@epa.gov, (919) 541-0699

Sang Don Lee, Principal Associate Director, Homeland Security Research Program 
lee.sangdon@epa.gov, (919) 541-4531

https://intranet.ord.epa.gov/homeland-security
https://www.epa.gov/emergency-response-research

Useful Videos of HSRP
• Water Security Testbed
• Underground Transportation Restoration Project
• Toolbox of technologies – rad demo
• Bio-Response Operational Testing and Evaluation (BOTE) Project
• Incident Waste Management Support Tool (I-Waste)
• Environmental Sampling & Analytical Methods (ESAM) Instructional Video

mailto:ryan.shawn@epa.gov
mailto:lee.sangdon@epa.gov
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQvsBC-U4a8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5QlZBW8N02Y&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/IV7N2jWm6js
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKIbONJfVn4&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/atWkf4nj9AE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEUoHZyG18k&feature=youtu.be
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